
The Essential Security Checklist: 
Answer these questions to begin 
creating your security plan.
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List the locations of areas that you want to protect, including entrances and exits, 
common areas, and highly-secure areas. A general rule of thumb is that one to two 
cameras will be required, though this depends on the functionality of the camera. A 
360-degree camera, for example, will cover a wider area.

How many cameras do you need?1

Again, the answer to this question will determine what type of cameras you require. For 
example, cameras for outdoor surveillance need to be weather- and vandal-proof, and 
cameras in certain locations, such as facing a sunset, will require dynamic iris technology 
to work well in changing light conditions.

Will the surveillance be indoor, outdoor, or both? 2

Surveillance may help with basic deterrence or after-the-fact evidence, but to be truly 
effective, it needs to be actively monitored. Determine what you need to protect and 
when, and then assess how many on-site staff you have to do the job. If you don’t have 
the human coverage for the times and feeds you require, consider managed services. 
These off-site monitoring services are an efficient way to achieve security coverage when 
and where you most need it.

How many personnel will be monitoring the cameras, and when?3

Multiple entrances and exits or multiple locations with different access permissions likely 
require a unified access control system that can read individual credentials.

How many doors do you have? And how many locations?4

A location with multiple delivery people coming and going at various hours 
can benefit from a segregated, secure package room that separates delivery 
traffic from other visitors.

Do you have high delivery traffic?5

The protection of sensitive information requires adequate network security, as 
well as access control that safeguards any data physically stored on site, such 
as server rooms. Valuable supplies, products, or other materials also require 
specified access control.

Do you need to protect highly-sensitive data or
valuable materials?6
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Perimeter security for open spaces may require fencing and gating infrastructure, as well as 
motion detectors and adequate camera coverage. Smaller perimeters also require camera 
coverage, as well as potential barriers that can stand off traffic from the face of the building. 
Other considerations include what kind of access there is to your roof, as well as how far any 
drop is to adjacent roofs. In addition, your access control solution will be contingent on the size 
and nature of your perimeter, including the number of entrances and exits.

How large is your perimeter and how will you protect it? 7

A higher traffic building with multiple visitors, workers, and residents requires access control that 
can be either manned or automated with electronic or even biometric identification.

What is the overall traffic into your building? And what is its nature?8

Certain facilities, such as hospitals or schools, have special needs and face unique threats, such 
as individuals who may intend violence or other harm to occupants. Unique access control 
measures can be considered, including a secure vestibule that isolates a visitor until proper ID is 
offered, and can hold a threatening visitor until authorities arrive. In addition, you should 
consider:

What are your high traffic areas?

Where are there any potential problem spaces, such as elevators, the rear of your facility, or 
rooftops that may require surveillance?

Does your organization face unique threats?9

These questions are simply the beginning of any 
effective security strategy. Each plan must take the 
individual needs of your organization into account and 
adapt accordingly. To speak with a qualified security 
integrator who can assess your requirements, contact 
Peace of Mind Technologies today at 212.688.2767 or 
through our online form.

http://www.pom-tec.com/contact-us
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